MARTINMAS SEMESTER SCHOOL SEMINARS  
(2012-2013)

20 September  Enrique Sentana, CEMFI  
A unifying approach to the empirical evaluation of asset pricing models

26 September  Paul de Grauwe, LSE  
Turmoil: The future of the Euro - can the monetary integration of structurally different economies work?

27 September  Simon Price, Bank of England  
World oil demand: a cross-country panel analysis

11 October  Kamiar Mohaddes, University of Cambridge  
The Differential Effects of Oil Demand and Supply Shocks on the Global Economy

18 October  Vincenzo Denicolò, University of Leicester  
Competition with Exclusive Contracts and Market Share Discounts

25 October  Herakles Polemarchakis, University of Warwick  
Jaysri Dutta, University of Birmingham

01 November  Helmut Rainer, Ifo Institute  
Beyond Ramsey: Gender-Based Taxation with Non-Cooperative Couples

15 November  Zacharias Maniadis, University of Southampton  
One Swallow Does Not Make a Summer: New Evidence on Anchoring Effects

22 November  Alexander Teytelboym, University of Oxford  
A Model of Online Social Networks

29 November  Friederike Niepmann, Federal Reserve Bank of NY  
Banking Across Borders

13 December  David Cobham, Heriot-Watt University  
The Past, Present and Future of Central Banking
04 February  Elias Papaioannou, London Business School  
_Federal Transfer Multipliers: quasi-experimental evidence from Brazilian municipalities_

05 March  Jacob Leshno, Columbia Business School  
_Unbalanced Random Matching Markets: the stark effect of competition_

11 March  Philipp Kircher, Edinburgh  
_Efficient Competition through Cheap Talk: the case of competing auctions_

31 March  Daniel Quint, UW Madison  
_Indicative Bidding in Auctions with Costly Entry_

02 April  Michael McMahon, University of Warwick  
_Central Bank Communication and Inflation Changes_

08 April  Michael Massmann, WHU  
_Estimating Structural Parameters in Models with Adaptive Learning_

09 April  Olaf Posch, Hamburg University  
_Estimating Dynamic Equilibrium Models using Mixed-Frequency Macro and Financial Data_

23 April  Massimo Morelli, Bocconi - Igier  
_Cultural Differences and Institutional Integration_

30 April  Maja Adena, WZB  
_Radio and the Rise of Nazis in Pre-war Germany_

07 May  Michele Belot, Edinburgh  
.Does Searching Broader Improve Job Prospects? Evidence from an Online Field Experiment.

14 May  Antonio Nicolo' & Francois Maniquet, Universities of Manchester & UC Louvain  
_Strategy-proofness and information disclosure & Fairness and well-being measurement_

15 May  Luca Gambetti, UAB  
_Noisy news in business cycles_

21 May  Christian Haefke, NYU Abu Dhabi  
_Labour market frictions are (probably) large_
27 May  Mariacristina De Nardi, UCL
Wealth inequality, family background, and estate taxation

04 June  Martin Brown, St Gallen
The dark side of the four-eyes principle: evidence from bank lending